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ON SOME GRAPHS AND THEIR AUTOMORPHISM GROUPS

By SEC"'G AIlN PARK*

1. Introduction

Let G be a finite group with identity e and let Q be a set of generators
for G with the properties:

(i) eE1=Q; (ii) g EQ ==? g-lEQ.

The Caley graph r=r(G, Q) 1S the graph whose vertex-set and edge-set are

vr=G, Er= {lx,y} Ix-1yEQ}.

It is well known that the Caley graph r= r (G, Q) 1S vertex-transitive. In
fact, the automorphism group Autr of r contains a regular subgroup G
such that Aut r=G (Aut ne and G='G, where (Aut r)e is the stabilizer
of the vertex e in Aut r.

For some Caley graphs the stabilizer (Autr) e are isomorphic to a permu
tation group on Q. In this paper we will study the automorphism groups
Aut r of some Caley graphs r, where (Aut r) e are isomorphic to a permu
tation groups on Q. We also discuss the t-tansitivity of these graphs.

The terminology of this paper is standard, and most of them are taken
from [1]. A graph r is said to be vertex-transitive if its automorphsim
group Autr acts transitively on the vertex-set V r. By a t-arc we mean

an ordered set [vo, Vh ••• , VtJ of t+ 1 vertices such that each Vi-l is adjacent
to Vi for l::;;i::;;t, and Vi-1=FVi+1 for l::;;i::;;t-l. A graph r is said to be
t-transitive Ct 2 1) if Aut r acts transitively on the set of t-arcs in r.

2. Necessary lemmas

If a group G of automorphisms of a graph r acts transitively on the ver
tex-set vr, then we have IG : Gxl = IVFj, where Gx is the stabilizer of a
vertex x in G. Moreover, the following holds.

LEMMA 2. 1 Let r be a vertex-transitive graph and let G be a group of
automorphisms of r acting transitively on yr. For each vertex x, define
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r x= {xE vr 1y is adjacent to xl,
L x= {(TEGx I (T fixes all y in rxl.

Then Lx is normal in Gx, and Gx/ Lx is isomorphic to a permutation group on
Fx. In particular IGx:Lxl ~ k!, where k is the" valency of r.

If yErx , then ILx : Lxn L,\ ~ (k-1)!.

Proof. The stabilizer Gx acts on the set Fx • Hence there is a homomor
phism of Gx into the symmetry group on Fx, with kernel Lx. Thus the first
assertion holds. Note that k= rFx I.

Since Lx and Ly are normal in Gxy=Gx nGy, we have
L x/ (Lx nLy) ~ LxL,fL y ~ Gx';L y ,

by the second isomorphism theorem. Clearly, GXY acts on the set r y- {x}.
Therefore, there is a homomorphism of Gxy into the symmetric group of
degree k-1. Hence the second assertion holds.

It is known that if r is t-transitive (t 2': 2) then Lx nLy is a p-group for
some prime p [3].

The following lemma is wellknown.

LEMMA 2.2 Let r be a Caley graph r(G, D). Then the following hold.
(1) F is vertex-transitive and its valency is IDI; in fact the automorphism

group Aut F contains a regular subgroup G such that
Aut r = G(Aut F)e and G~G,

where (Autr) e is the stabilizer of the vertex e (the identity of the group G).
(2) Let (T be an automorphism of the group G such that (T(D) =D. Then (T,

regarded as a permutation of the vertex-set of F, is a group automorphism
fixing e. Thus

D= {(TEAut(G) I(T(D) =D} ~ (AutF)e.

Proof. The proof can be found in [1, pp. 106-107].
Each gEG induces a permutation g of VF=G given by g(x) =gx. This

permutation is an automorphism of r. Clearly, the subgroup G= {glgEG}
of Autr satisfies the conditions in (1). Note that IAutF: (Autr)el = IGI =

IG I and G n (Autr) e=1. It is easy to prove (2).

By the definition of the Caley graph r(G, D), the set of all vertices adja
cent to the vertex e is Q. Hence the next lemma follows from Lemma 2. l.

LEMMA 2. 3 Let r be a Caley graph F(G,Q). If the trivial automorphism
is the only automorphism in (Autr)e which pointwisely fixies the set D, then
(Aut r) e is isomorphic to a permutation group on Q.
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3. The automorphism groups of some Caley graphs
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In this section we will explicitly determine the automorphism groups of
some Caley graphs. Throughout this section, Lemma 2. 2 and Lemma 2. 3 will
play important roles.

Let G=Zm"={(xb"',xn)lxb"',xnEZm}, where m2:3, n2:2and Zm is the
additive group of integers modulo m. Let

Q= {ei,!i I i=l, "', n},
where fi= -ei and ei has 1 in the ith coordinate and zeros elsewhere. Then
the Caley graph F=F(G, Q) is regular of valency 2n= IQ I. The vertex-set
of F is G = Zm n and two vertices are adjacent iff exactly one of their coodi
nates differ by + 1 modulo m.

The following theorem gives the automorphism group AutF of the Caley
graph. By Lemma 2. 2, AutF can be determined if the stabilizer (Autr) 0

of the vertex 0 is determined.

THEOREM 3. 1 Let
G = Zm", m.2>:3, n.2>:2,

and Q = lej,!jl i=l, ···,n} as above. Let r denote the Caley graph r(G,Q).

Then I1= {O'EAut(G) IO'(Q)=Q} is isomorphic to the subgroup
Q)= {BA IA is a permutation matrix and

B=diag {e], "., ell} . in GL II (Zm), where Ci=:+-l}
of GLn(Zm)'

Moreover, the following hold:

(1) Let m*4. Then (Autr)o=I1 and

Autr=GII = {(Y], ···,Yn) 00'1 (Yl> ···'YII) EG, O'En}, IAutFl = m"2nn!.
Each automorphism (Yb '.', Yn) 00' is given by

((Yl> '.', Yn) 00') (Xl> '.', Xn) = (X/, '.', X,,,'), where

(JJ ~m+ [ut)· [uJEQ).

( -1, 0, X3, '.', Xn) ;
( -1, -1, X3, '.', Xn) ;

(1, 1, X3, "', Xn) ;

(1,2, X3, "', Xn) ;

(2) Let m=4. Then there exists an automorphism 11: E (Autr)o of

which fixes 4n- 1 vertices

(0,0, X3, '.', Xn), (0, -1, X3, '.', Xn),
(2,1, X3, '.', Xn), (2,2, X3, ' •• , Xn), X3, '.', x nEZ4,

and cyclically permutes 4n- 1 3-subsets of G
(1, 0, X3, '.', x n), (0,1, X3, ' •• , x n),
(1, -1, X3, '.', x n), (0,2, X3, '.', x n),
(-1,1, X3, "', x n), (2,0, X3, '.', x n),

(-1, 2, X3, ···,xn), (2, -1,x3, ···,xn),

where X3'···' Xn range over Z4' Moreover,

order 3
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(AutF)o = <D,7r)
and it is isomorphic to the symmetric group S (Q) on Q. We have

Autr = G(Autr)o = G<D,1<), IAutrl =4n • (2n)!.

Proof. The proof is divided into the following four steps.

Step 1. If aE CAutr)0 fixes all vertices in Q, then a is the trivial auto
morphism.

Every vertex x E G = Zm ncan be uniquely expressed as x=alel+···+anem

where the ai are the integers such that O:S;;ai:S;;m-l. Let N(x)=al+···+an.
Then we have O:S;;N(x):S;;n(m-1) and {xEGIN(x):S;;l} = {O,e1>ez,···,en}.
We will prove Step 1 by induction on N(x).

By the given condition a fixes all vertices x with N(x):S;; 1 and it fixes
fl.Iz, ···.In. Let i ~ 1 and assume that a fixes all vertices y with N(y) s. i and
all vertices of the form (i-1)ej+fk, where j,kE {l,2,···,n} and j=l=k.
Suppose that x is a vertex such that N(x)=i+l. Then the following two
cas ~s occur:

Ca) There exist two distinct vertices y and z such that
x=y+ej=z+ek> e{*ek> N(y) =N(z) =i.

Cb) x= U+ l)ej for some ej.
Consider the case (a). By induction hypothesis a fixes both y and z, and

so a(x) must be adjacent to both y and z. On the other hand, the only ver
tices adjacent to both y and z are x and y-ek=z-ej. Moreover, a fixes
y-ek since N(y-ek)=i-1. Hence a fixes x.

Next consider the case Cb). In this case x= U+ l)ej with i:S;;m-2. If i=
m-2, then x=fj and so it is fixed by a. Now assume that i<m-2. Since
a fixes the vertex iej, it induces a permutation on

{iej+ek, iej+hl k =1, ... , n},

which is the set of all vertices adjacent to iej' On the other hand, a fixes
iej+fj and all vertices of the form iej+ek with k*j, by induction hypothe
sis and the case Ca). Thus we have either a(x)=x or aCy)=x for some
y=iej+h, where k*j. Note that y is adjacent to the vertex z= (i-1)ej+h,
which is fixed by a, by induction hypothesis.. Therefore, if a(y) =x then
x would be adjacent to z. But, this is a contradiction. Hence a fixes x.

The above arguments yield the fact that a fixes all verties xE G. Thus a
is the trivial automorohism.

Step 2. The stabilizer (Autr) 0 is isomorphic to a subgroup of the symmetric
group S(Q) on Q. We have D=.Q) and 1U! =2nCn!).

By Step 1 and Lemma 2. 3 there is a monomorphism <p: (Autr) 0 ~ S CQ)
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given by q;(a) =a, where a=alD is the restriction of a on D.
By Lemma 2.2 we have H ~ (AutF)o. And the action of aEH on 0 is

completely determined by the aCe;) since a(f;) = -aCe;). Hence we have
IHI = (2n) (2n-2)"'2 =2n (n!). On the other hand, the automorphism group
Aut (G) of G is canonically isomorphic to the group GLn(Zm)' Now it is
easy to show that H=.Q).

Step 3. The assertion (1) holds.

Let m*4. By Step 2 we have (AutF)o-;;;2H and I (AutF) 0I~ Ill! =2n (n!).
In order to prove (1), it suffices to show that I (AutF) 0I=2n (n!).

Since (Aut F) 0 contains H, it acts transitively on O. Hence it follows that
(AutF)o = 2n/ (AutF) 01 I, where (AutF)Ol is the stabilizer of two vertices°and el' Clearly, (AutF)Ol acts on the set 0 1 = D- {ell and it contains a
subgroup HI = {aE HI a(el) =el}, which acts transitively on D- {elJl}'
Now suppose that (AutF) 01 acts transitively on 0 1, Then there exists an
automorphism n E (Aut F)o such that n(el) =el and n(ez) =11' This implies
that n(el+eZ) is adjacent to both el and 11' But, the only vertex adjacent
to both el and 11 is °since m *4. Therefore, there exists is no such n,
and so (Aut r) 01 does not act transitively on Dl. Thus we have

I (AutF) 0I= (2n) (2n-2) I (Autr)01ZI,
where (AutF) 012 is the stabilizer of the vertices 0, el and ez. The similar
argument yields the fact that

I (Aut F)01=(2n)(2n-2)"'2/(Aut F)ol"'nl,
where (AutF)Ol"'n is the stabilizer of O,eh ... ,en• Since (Aut F) Ql'''n= {1}
by Step 1, it follows that I (AutF) 0I= 2n (n!).

Step 4. The assertion (2) holds.

Let m=4. Suppose that there is an automorphism n In (AutF)o such that
n(el)=eZ, n(eZ)=lh n(ll)=el

and n (e) =e for all e in the set 0 - {eh ezJd. By an easy calculation we can
show that n permutes vertices as shown in (2) and that this permutation is
indeed an automorphism contained in (Aut F) o.

By Step 2, there is a monomorphism q;: (AutT) 0~ S(O) defined by q;(a)
=a=a ID, Under this monomorphism, the subgroup H is isomorphic to a
subgroup

li = <(el ei) (fd;), (ei li) Ii= 1, "', n)
of S(O) and q;(n) =7f= (el ez 11)' Since

S (D) = <(el ei), (edi) Ii= 1, "', n),

the following equations imply that ff and 7f generate the group S (0), which
is isomorphic to the symmetric group of degree 2n.
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0'2=fotr-lf- l = (el e2 12), where f= (el e2) (/l /2) ;

O'j=fj°0'20fj-1 = (el ej Ij), where f j= (e2 ej) (121;) ;

O'jO (edj) = (el ej); (edj) oO'j= (edj)'

Hence (AutF)o=<ll, 1C) ~ S(Q). Thus the assertion (2) holds.

CoROLLARY 3.2 The Caley graph r=r(G, Q) defined in Theorem 3.1 1S

2-transitive. But, it is not 3-transitive.

Proof. Consider the 2-arc [0, e2, el +e2]. There are exactly 2n-l successors
of this arc:

[e2' el+e2, el +e2+ejJ, l:::::i:::::n;
[e2, el+e2, el+e2+lj J, 2:::::j:::::n.

For each i,l:::::i:::::n, there exists an automorphism O"j in II such that
0";(e2) =eh O"j(el) =ej, O"i(ei) =e2'

Hence it follows that e20O"i E Gll ~ Autr and
(e2°O"j) [0, e2, el +e2J = [e2' el +e2' el+e2+ej].

Similarly, for each j, 2:::::j~n, there exists e20'Cj E Gll such that
(e20 z) [0, e2, el +e2J = [e2' el +e2, el +e2+I j ].

Therefore, by a theorem of Tutte [5J, the graph r is 2-transitive.
Suppose that r is 3-transitive. Then there exists an automorphism which

sends a 3-arc [0, eh el +e2, e2J into its successor [eh el +e2, e2, 2e2J. This
implies that there exists an automorphism 0" E (Autr) 0 such that

0" ([0, eh el +e2, e2J) = [0, e2, 11 +e2, 11 + 2e2].
But this contradicts to the fact that 0" induces a permutation on the set Q.

Therefore, r is not 3-transitive.

Obviously, Theorem 3.1 does not cover the case when m=2. If m=2,
then G = Z2n and Q = {eh e2, "', en} with IDI= n :2 2. In this case the Caley
graph r=r(G, D) is called the n-cube and is written Qn'

The automorphism group of r is well known [4J. In order to determine
Autr, we may follow the steps of the proof of Theorem 3.1. In fact, the
case (a) only occurs in Step 1. In Step 2, it is easy to see that (Aut r)o
is isomorphic to the symmetric group S (D) on D, since is a basis for the
vector space Z2ft over the field Z2' Thus we have

(Autr)o ~ Q) = {A EGLn (Z2) lA is a permutation matrix},

Autr = G(Autr)o= {(Yh "', Yn) 00"1 (Yh "', Yn) EG, O"E (Autr)o}·

Each automorphism (Yh "', Yn) 00" is given by

((Yh ···,Yn) 00"» (Xh "',xn)=(xt', "',xn'), where
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It is also well known that if n~3 then the n-cube Qn is 2-transitive, but
not 3-transitive. If n = 2, then Qn is t-transitive for all t ~ 1.
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